Texas REALTORS® Put Their Grassroots to Work in Statewide Primaries
“When Texas REALTORS® vote, Texas REALTORS® win.” That’s the slogan on
TexasRealtorsSupport.com -- and it’s also exactly what happened in the statewide
primaries this year.
In a situation familiar to so many states these days, because of the extensive budget
cuts made during Texas’ last legislative session, it was evident that lawmakers would
have to come up with new sources of revenue. Recognizing that this would likely be in
the form of taxes and fees, the Texas Association of REALTORS® (TAR) leapt to the
defense of the real estate industry: their concentrated effort to get real-estate-friendly
candidates on the ballots got a big boost from REALTOR® Party funding from the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®.
“We were counting on the fact that there is typically a low turnout at the primaries to
work to our advantage,” explains Mike Barnett, Political Affairs Director of the 80,000member association. “We knew that if we could mobilize our membership to vote in the
primaries, the REALTORS® could really make a difference at the polls.”
In the early spring, trustees of the Texas Association of REALTORS® Political Action
Committee (TREPAC) reviewed the recommendations of the state’s 89 local
associations as to which candidates best supported private property rights and a healthy
real estate industry. The TREPAC Trustees determined the level of financial support for
each candidate, and which of the most hotly contested campaigns would be approved
for substantial supplemental REALTOR® Party funding -- known as Opportunity Races.
TAR’s Opportunity Race Program is a grassroots-based effort that encourages
REALTORS® to become active in the campaigns of REALTOR® champions.
REALTORS® are contacted through direct mail, phone banks, e-mail and other
campaign activities and encouraged to support a particular candidate in their state or
district. Through this Opportunity Race program TAR is able to go the extra step to help
elect pro-REALTOR® candidates.
“When the dust had cleared,” reports Barnett, “we had endorsed 99 candidates
statewide, for offices from the U.S. Senate, to the Texas Railroad Commission, to both
houses of the Texas legislature, to a couple of seats on the state Supreme Court. We
won 70, and have 14 still pending in run-offs.”
Sixteen of those campaigns were Opportunity Races: REALTOR®-endorsed candidates
won thirteen of the races, lost two, and one will go to a run-off. “Each one of those
victories was significant,” notes Barnett. “In one especially gratifying case, we managed
to defeat a veteran incumbent in the Texas House who was not known for his
REALTOR®-friendly tendencies…”
How did funding from NAR -- via the REALTOR® Party Initiative’s Campaign Services-help win the day? The $100,000 in REALTOR® Party funds was used exclusively for
communication. It allowed TAR to reach its members through vigorous direct mail
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campaigns, and through live and automated phone calls. It also provided for the
development of TexasRealtorsSupport.com, a helpful site where members can see
which candidates in their area had been endorsed by the association, simply by typing in
their address. In a few select Opportunity Races, the funding also supported highly
targeted communication with the general voting public.
“The availability of NAR funding through the REALTOR® Party Campaign Services
Program enhanced our communication efforts tremendously, which was the key to
winning these races,” says Barnett. We needed to make sure our members were aware
that there were tough races going on, involving REALTOR® candidates. They sure did
respond at the polls.” He notes that in a continuation of this state-and-national
partnership, an additional REALTOR® Party grant of $33K has been approved for the
twenty run-offs still to come at the end of July, six of which are now Opportunity Races.
Although it might have been excused for taking a breather on its laurels, TAR was not
content to rest easy after its primary victories in late May. Capitalizing on the timing of
its wave of successes, it hosted Housing Opportunity Summits at both of the state
political conventions in early June, using a $4,500 grant from the REALTOR® Party. “It
was a key opportunity to follow-up with candidates and elected officials, to remind them
of the critical importance of affordable housing in the long-term viability of our state’s
economy,” explains Barnett.
Now, back to the run-off campaigns – and November is just around the corner….
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Examples of some of the Texas Mailers:
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